All Breakout Tracks – 1 USB Drive

A01 STICKY FAITH FAMILY MINISTRY – DR. KARA POWELL

A02 THE LAY OF THE LAND: CULTURAL ASPECTS (PART ONE) – FR. STEVEN A. BELL, CSP

A03 THE DEEP BREATH OF PRAYER: PRAYER FOR MISSIONARY DISCIPLESHP – JULIANNE DONLON-STANZ

A04 THE ART OF ACCOMPANIMENT: IT IS ALL ABOUT THE INCARNATION AND WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO US! – FR. JEFF PUTTHOFF, SJ

A05 ENCOUNTER: SIGNIFICANCE OVER SUCCESS – MIKE PATIN

A06 REVISING THE VISION: THE FUTURE OF CATHOLIC YOUTH MINISTRY IN THE UNITED STATES – DR. BOB RICE

A07 GREAT IDEAS IN TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIAL MEDIA – PANEL DISCUSSION

A08 PREPARING THE FIRST TEACHERS – PATRICK DONOVAN

A09 FIRST YEARS IN YOUTH MINISTRY – FRANK MERCADANTE

A10 LEARNING FOR LIFE: IT DOES NOT END WITH CONFIRMATION! – JOAN WEBER

A11 BEING A CREATIVE CATECHIST: PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR ELEMENTARY AGES – NANCY BIRD

A12 SACRAMENTS AND PARENTS: OPPORTUNITIES FOR GOD’S GRACE – DR. GREG “DOBIE” MOSER

A13 CAN YOU HEAR ME NOW: STRENGTHENING THE SPIRITUAL AND PRAYER LIVES OF MIDDLE SCHOOLERS – LINDSEY WEST

A14 CLASSROOM ENGAGEMENT: PRACTICAL RESOURCES AND TEACHING STRATEGIES TO INSPIRE LEARNING, LOVING AND LIVING THE FAITH – KATIE PREJEAN MCGRADY

A15 CONFIRMATION RETREATS AND THE NEW EVANGELIZATION – SCOTT M. ANTHONY

A17 GROWING THE NEXT GENERATION OF DISCIPLES WITH SMALL GROUPS – CHRIS WESLEY

A18 TEN PRACTICAL WAYS TO USE MUSIC IN MINISTRY – MICHAEL AND MICHELLE METTE
A19 QUO VADIS? ACCOMPANYING YOUTH AND YOUNG ADULTS TOWARD THEIR VOCATION – PAUL JARZEMBOWSKI

A20 LIVING UNDER THE SHADOWS: CONNECTING AND WITH AND UNDERSTANDING US BORN LATINOS – DR. HOFFSMAN OSPINO

A21 MINISTRY, THE FRUIT OF OUR DISCIPLESHIP – ELIZABETH MADEO

A22 REIMAGINING PARISH LIFE IN THE LIGHT OF EVANGELIZATION – DR. JOHN RINALDO

A23 BLESSED ARE THE DISENCHANGED: FINDING GOD IN A WORLD OF “MEH” – SARAH HART

B01 SCRIPTURE UNPACKED – MARK HART

B02 THE LAY OF THE LAND: CULTURAL ASPECTS (PART TWO) – FR. STEVEN A. BELL, CSP

B03 THE POWER OF PRAYER: “DISCIPLING” OTHERS IN PRAYER – JULIANNE DONLON-STANZ

B04 THE GIFT OF CULTURAL HURRICANES: HOW TO BUILD BRIDGES THAT EMPOWER PARENTS AND TRANSFORM CATHOLIC FAMILIES – DR. TIM HOGAN

B05 CELEBRATE DIVERSITY WITH THE SAINTS – BR. MICKEY MCGRATH

B06 TRADING IN OLD WINESKINS: A MISSIONARY APPROACH TO CATECHESIS – RICH CURRAN

B07 GREAT IDEAS IN FAITH FORMATION – PANEL DISCUSSION

B08 CONFIRMATION AND DISCIPLESHIP: PUTTING AN END TO CONFIRMATION AS THE END – DR. MIKE CAROTTA

B09 SEEDS OF HOPE: UNDERSTANIDNG YOUTH ON THE MARGINS – GENEVIEVE MOUGEY, TED MILES

B10 ADMIN, BUDGETS, AND BOSSES ... OH MY! – VIKKI SHEPP

B12 GREAT IDEAS IN ACCOMPANYING CULTURES – ALEX BARRAZA, MODERATOR

B13 CREATIVE STRATEGIES THROUGH THE LITURGICAL YEAR – SUE SCHUTTINGER

B14 HEALING THE CULTURE: CULTIVATING RESPECT FOR LIFE – CAMILLE PAULEY

B15 COMPETITIVE OR COMPLIMENTARY? WHAT MINISTRY CAN LEARN FROM SPORTS – ANTHONY KEISER

B16 MINISTRY INCORPORATED – GREG WASINSKI

B17 SAME LORD, NEW SOUNDTRACK – ANNA SCALLY
B18 LOVE FULLY ALIVE – SR. MIRIAM JAMES HEIDLAND, SOLT

B19 CATHOLIC SCHOOLS: COMMUNITIES OF DISCIPLESHIP – MATTHEW SCHWARTZ

B20 DIGITAL REACH: ENGAGING YOUTH AND FAMILIES THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA – ANGEL BARRERA

B22 DYNAMIC EVANGELIZATION: THE TIME IS NOW! – STEVE ANGRISANO

C01 THE CATECHIST AS A MISSIONARY DISCIPLE – BISHOP FRANK CAGGIANO

C02 INTERCULTURAL SESSION – DR. ANSEL AUGUSTINE

C03 TEARS IN HEAVEN: HELPING YOUTH GRIEVE – DR. CAROLE GOODWIN

C04 THE GIFT OF CULTURAL HURRICANES: EMBRACING THE TRANSFORMING FORCES OF POST-MODERN CULTURE – DR. TIM HOGAN

C05 EMPATHY: THE MISSIONARY SAUCE OF LIFE – FR. JEFF PUTTHOFF, SJ

C06 FROM HERE TO ETERNITY: PURPOSE AND PLAN FOR LIFETIME FAITH FORMATION – DR. CAROLE EIPERS

C08 REINVENTING THE VISION OF YOUNG ADULT MINISTRY – DOUG TOOKE

C09 HOW NOT TO SPEND YOUR MONEY – JUAN JOSE ARMENTA-AGUIRRE, ELIAS RODRIGUEZ

C10 FINDING “THE LIGHT” IN THE SHADOW OF HORRENDOUS HEADLINES – VALLIMAR JANSEN

C11 INVITE, ENCOUNTER, RELATE: A MODEL OF CLASSROOM (OR ANYPLACE) EVANGELIZATION – KATIE PREJEAN MCGRADY

C12 FAITH, FOOD AND FITNESS: SEVEN SCRIPTURES TO KEEP YOUR TEMPLE IN CHECK – LISA SALAS

C13 HANDS-ON CATECHESIS – MARIE SLATON

C14 IDENTITY, GENDER, LOVE, CHASTITY FOR TEEN FAITH FORMATION – BRIAN BUTLER

C15 STRENGTHENING COMMUNITIES THROUGH PARISH AND SCHOOL COLLABORATION – TERRY COTTING-MOGAN

C16 RESPONDING TO THE PASTORAL CHALLENGES WITHIN THE HISPANIC/LATINO COMMUNITIES – ARMANDO CERVANTES, CHRISTINA LAMAS

C17 ALL ARE WELCOME: CATECHESIS AND SPECIAL NEEDS – DR. JOSEPH WHITE

C18 HOLY MARRIAGE, HAPPY MARRIAGE, AND FAMILY ROOM – CHRIS AND LINDA PADGETT
C19 SOCIAL MEDIA MASTERS CLASS – MICHAEL MARCHAND
C21 TEEN TO TEEN: PLANS, PROCESSES AND PRACTICES FOR PEER MINISTRY – JOHN SMESTAD, JR
C22 MAKING THE MOST OUT OF NCYC (AND ANY OTHER YOUTH EVENT) – KEVIN FEYEN
D01 THE JOY OF FRANCIS – BR. MICKEY MCGRATH
D02 THE JOY OF ADOLESCENT CATECHESIS – MIRIAM HIDALGO, DR. BOB RICE
D03 LIVING LITURGICALLY: HOW TO BECOME STEWARDS OF THE MYSTERIES IN A SEARCH-ENGINE WORLD (PART ONE) – DIANA MACALINTAL
D06 BEYOND THE SPIRITUAL ROLLER COASTER: SUSTAINING MISSIONARY DISCIPLESHIP THROUGH THEOLOGY – DR. JEFF KASTER
D07 GREAT IDEAS IN YOUTH MINISTRY – TONY VASINDA
D08 PARENTS, FAMILIES, AND PASSING ON THE FAITH: MAKING THE CONNECTION – TOM EAST
D09 THE ART OF GETTING AND KEEPING VOLUNTEERS – ANN MARIE ECKERT
D10 SUICIDE AND DEPRESSION: SEEING THE SIGNS AND SEEKING THE SUPPORT TO PREVENT THE SORROW – ROY PETITFILS
D11 THE JOY OF ONE HUMAN FAMILY – TED MILES, GREG WALTON
D12 ENGAGING THE WORLD OF GENERATION Z – ELA MILEWSKA
D13 ADULT FAITH FORMATION: AN ESSENTIAL KEY TO THE “NEW EVANGELIZATION” – MATTHEW PINTO
D14 TEACHING THE SACRAMENTS: DOORWAYS TO THE SACRED – KATHY HENDRICKS
D21 PARENTING FOR PURITY – JASON EVERT
E01 IS IT REALLY ALL RELATIVE? – CHRIS STEFANICK
E02 NEW CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES IN ADOLESCENT CATECHESIS – MIRIAM HIDALGO, DR. BOB RICE
E03 LIVING LITURGICALLY: HOW TO BECOME STEWARDS OF THE MYSTERIES IN A SEARCH-ENGINE WORLD (PART TWO) – DIANA MACALINTAL
E05 BEHOLD – JESSE MANIBUSAN
E06 THE MAKING OF FIRST-CLASS YOUTH MINISTRY FROM THE INSIDE OUT – RICH CURRAN
E07 GREAT IDEAS IN PRAYER/WORSHIP – PANEL DISCUSSION
E08 SPIRITUALITY: I KNOW IT IS IMPORTANT, BUT I AM JUST SO BUSY! – DR. BOB MCCARTY
E10 FORMING FAMILIES OF FAITH: TOOLS OF CATECHESIS FOR THE DOMESTIC CHURCH – SKIP BACON
E12 THE ATHLETIC BRIDGE – TEX PHELPS
E13 WITNESS: LEARNING TO TELL THE STORIES OF GRACE THAT ILLUMINE OUR LIVES – DR. LEONARD DELORENZO
E14 CREATING THE ULTIMATE YOUTH RETREAT – JOE MELENDEZ
E15 CHANGE MAKERS: YOUTH, SOCIAL INNOVATION, AND A NEW APPROACH TO SERVICE – JOAN WEBER
E21 STRATEGIC ENGAGEMENT: PRINCIPLES FOR ENGAGEMENT MARKETING FOR MINISTRY – LISA FERLITA BAGLADI
E22 HOW TO CATCH A FAITH – BOB PERRON
K01– CONNECT TO FAITH – Keynote – BISHOP FRANK CAGGIANO
K02 – CONNECTED TO MISSION – Keynote – CHRIS STEFANICK
K03 – CONNECT TO GOD’S WORD – Keynote – DR. KARA POWELL